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This invention relates to signaling Systems and
particularly to Systems in which automatic
SWitches are directively controlled by current in
pulses in a direct current signaling circuit.
The object of the invention is to provide an
improved impulse circuit arrangement which is
capable of responding to impulses incoming over
lines of high resistance and over lines having a
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vided for establishing a connection between the is

line f l and an idle impulse receiving means IR
in response to the removal of the receiver at sta
tion. A to originate a call. The impulse receiv
ing means IR, may be used to directly control
low insulation resistance.
In an impulse receiving device arranged in ac in succession each of a train of Selective SWitches 10.
cordance With this invention, one three-element to complete a desired connection or may be used
gas-filled tube is energized in response to the clos to operate a register which thereafter controls
ing of a direct current signaling circuit to operate the various Switches through which a desired
an impulse receiving relay and another three connection is established. Reference may be had
element gas-filled tube is energized in response to to chapter III of the second edition of Automatic 5.
the opening of the signaling circuit to operate Telephony by Smith and Campbell for a descrip
a Second impulse receiving relay, the operating tion of an automatic telephone System compris
circuits for each one of the impulse receiving re ing Switches of the well-known Strowger type
lays being controlled by the other of these relays. controlled by the dial impulses when dialed.
The impulse receiving relays may be effective to Reference may be had to Patent No. 1,395,977 20
control an impulse register or to control a circuit grainted to F. A. Stearin et al. On November 1, 1921
for a description of a system comprising SWitches
by directively operating an automatic switch.
A feature of the invention is an impulse receiv of the power-driven type which are revertively
ing device comprising a transformer, two three controlled by a register-controller, Set in accord
element gas-filled tubes, a relay operatively con ance with trains of impulses created by the op-25
trolled by one of the tubes for responding to the eration of the dial at any calling Subscriber's Sta
closing of an incoming impulse circuit which in tion to which the register-controller is connected.
The impulse receiving means R, in Fig. 1
cludes a winding of the transformer, and a relay
operatively controlled by the other of the tubes comprises the transformer 2, the two three-ele
for responding to the opening of the impulse cir ment hot-cathode gas-filled tubes 5 and 6 and 30
cuit. The control element of One of the tubes is the two relays 7 and 8. The transformer has
connected to one secondary winding of the trans three windings, the primary winding being con
former and the control element of the other tube nected in series with the central Office battery
is connected to another secondary winding of the and the line . . The inner ends of the Secondary
transformer. The anode of one of the tubes is Windings of the transformer are connected to the 35
connected to the winding of the relay which re negative pole of the central office battery; the
sponds to the closing of the incoming impulse cir outer end of the upper winding is connected to
cuit and the anode of the other tube is connected the grid or control element of the tube A5; and
to the winding of the relay which responds to the the Outer end of the lower Winding is connected
opening of the incoming impulse circuit; the op to the grid or control element of tube 6. The 40
erating circuit for each one of the relays is con cathode of each tube is connected to the nega
tive pole of central office battery so that there
trolled by the other.
A more complete understanding of the inven is normally an insufficient difference in potential
tion may be obtained by considering the specific between the grid and cathode to cause ionization

45 embodiments of the invention shown in the draw- .
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The apparatus at station A includes a dial 0,

or an equivalent impulse Sender, and is connected
by line
to a central office or exchange in
Which automatic SWitching equipment is pro

of the gas. If necessary, batteries 3 and 4 may 45

ing which forms a part of this specification. The be connected in Series with the Secondary Wind
invention is not, however, limited in its applica ings of the transformer to normally maintain the
tion to these specific arrangements and is, in grid elements at a proper potential level. The
general, applicable to any signaling System in anode of tube 5 is connected in Series With the
which selective signals are created by the opening Winding of relay and through the back con- 50
tact of relay 8 to ground, the positive pole of
and closing-of a signaling circuit.
Referring to each of the three figures of the the central office battery also being connected to
drawing, A represents a subscriber's station in girolind. The airode of tube S is connected in
an automatic telephone system and IR represents Series with the Winding of relay 8 to the lower
armature of relay 7.
55
impulse receiving means.
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Each of tubes 5 and 6 are filled to a low pres
Sure with a gaS Such as neon, argOn or helium;
and the electrodes of each tube are so designed

that the gas becomes ionized upon impression of
the required potential across the cathode and
grid, whereupon the tube becomes a conductor
between the cathode and anode. Although the
potential normally impressed across the cathode
and anode is insufficient to cause the breakdown

of the tube, the tube remains energized even
though the grid element is restored to its normal
negative potential, until the cathode to anode

O

circuit is opened or short-circuited.
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36, and the relays 3 and 38. The primary Wind
ing of the transformer is connected in series with
the central office battery and Subscriber's line.
One end of each of the secondary windings is

connected to ground, the other ends being con- 5
nected to the grid elements of tubes 35 and 36.
The anode element of tube 35 is connected

through the winding of relay 37 to the positive
pole of battery 34, and the anode element of tube
36 is connected through the Winding of relay 38 10
to the positive pole of battery 34, the negative
pole of battery 34 being connected to ground.
The cathode of tube 35 is normally connected
through the back contact of relay 38 to the nega
tive pole of battery 33, the positive pole of bat- 5
tery 33 being connected to ground. The cathode

Upon extension of line to the impulse receiv
ing means IR, a circuit is closed from battery,
through the primary winding of transformer 2
over the lower conductor of line f, through the of tube 36 is connected to the lower front contact
telephone instrument and dial 9 at station A, of relay 37. When the line is closed and con
back over the upper conductor of line
to nected to the primary winding of transformer 32,
ground. The closing of this circuit induces an the electromotive force induced in the secondary 30
electromative force in the upper and lower sec Windings causes the breakdown of tube 35 and the
ondary windings of transformer 2, thereby tem Operation of relay 37. Relay 37 closes at its up
porarily rendering the grid element of tube 5 per contacts the outgoing impulse circuit and
less negative and the grid element of tube 6 at its lower contacts connects the cathode of
more negative. The tube 6 does not respond; tube 36 to the negative pole of battery 33. When 25
but the temporary change in the potential of the the subscriber's line is opened by the dial, the
grid of tube 5 causes the ionization of the gas electromotive force induced in the secondary
and the tube becomes a conductor, so that relay Windings of transformer 32 causes the breakdown
7 is operated by the current in the cathode of tube 36 and operation of relay 38. The opera
anode circuit. In operating, relay
closes at tion of relay 38 causes the release of relay 37 30
its upper contacts a circuit which controls an im thereby opening the outgoing impulse circuit.
pulse register or a selector Switch. Relay 7 also The release of relay 37 causes the release of re
connects ground through its lower contacts to lay 38. When the line is again closed, at the
the Winding of relay 8, but relay 8 cannot im end of the dial impulse, the tube 35 and relay 37
mediately Operate Since the tube 6 is not ener are reenergized, thereby again closing the out- 85
going inpulse circuit.
gized.
What is claimed is:
When the subscriber at station A operates the

dial 9, the line f is interrupted by the dial con
1. In combination, a first circuit, a second cir
tacts in usual manner. At the first opening of cuit, a first three-element gas-filled tube, a sec
the line , an electromotive force is induced in Ond three-element gas-filled tube, a first relay, 40
the secondary windings of transformer 2, there means including said first tube for operating
by temporarily rendering the grid of tube 5 Said first relay in response to the closing of said

more negative and the grid of tube f S less nega first circuit, a second relay, means including said
tive. The temporary change in the potential of Second tube for operating said second relay in
45 the grid of tube 6 causes the ionization of the response to the opening of said first circuit, and 45
gas and the tube becomes a conductor, so that means including Said tubes and relays for clos
relay f8 is operated by the current in the cathode ing Said Second circuit in response to the closing
anode circuit of tube 6. The change in the of Said first circuit and for opening said second
potential in the grid of tube 5 does not cause circuit in response to the opening of said first cir
50
its
but, when relay 6 operates, cuit.
50 tubedeenergization;
2. In combination, a transformer, an impulse
5 is deenergized and relay 7 releases,
thereby opening the outgoing impulse circuit in circuit including the primary Winding of said
response to the opening of the line
55
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at dial G.

The release of relay T. causes the deenergization
of tube 6 and the release of relay 8. As soon
as the line is again closed at dial 0, the elec
tromotive force induced in the secondary wind

70

former, and the control element of the other of

said tubes being connected to another secondary

ing of transformer 2 causes the reenergization

Winding of Said transformer, a relay for opera

and closing of the line

operating circuit for each one of said relays
being controlled by the other of said relays, and
another circuit controlled by one of said relays.
3. In combination, a circuit, means for opening 65

of tube 5 and reoperation of relay f, thereby tion in response to the closing of said impulse
again closing the outgoing impulse circuit at the circuit, another relay for operation in response 60
upper contacts of relay 7. Thus, each opening to the opening of said impulse relay circuit, the
at the contacts of dial

causes a corresponding opening and closing
of the outgoing impulse circuit at the impulse re
65

transformer, two three-element gas-filled tubes,
the control element of one of said tubes being
connected to one secondary winding of said trans- 55

ceiving means IR.

The impulse receiving means IR shown in Fig.
2 is the Sane as that shown in Fig. 1, except that
relay 27 which is substituted for relay of Fig.
1 has an additional set of contacts to provide a
locking circuit for this relay. When relay 27
Operates, the aihode of the tube is short-circuited
So that the tube is immediately deenergized.

The impulse receiving means IR shown in Fig.
3 comprises the transformer 32, the two three
5 element cold cathode type gas-filled tubes 35 and

and closing said circuit, two three-element gas

filled tubes, two relays, the winding of one of
Said relays being connected to an element of one
of the tubes and the winding of the other of

said relays being connected to an element of the 70

Other of Said tubes, and circuit means for Oper
atively associating said signaling circuit with the
control element of each of said tubes, the closing
of Said circuit being effective to cause the break
down of one of the tubes and operation of one 75

2,022,080
of the relays, and the Opening of said circuit
being effective to cause the breakdown of the
other of the tubes and the operation of the other
of the relays.
4. In combination, a circuit, means for opening
and closing said circuit, two three-element gas
filled tubes, two relays, the winding of one of
said relays being connected to an element
of one of the tubes and the Winding of the
O

other of said relays being connected to an ele
ment of the other of said tubes, and circuit

means for inductively connecting said signaling
circuit to the control element of each of said

tubes, the closing of said circuit being effective
5 to cause the breakdown of one of the tubes and
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operation of one of the relays, and the Opening
of said circuit being effective to cause the break
down of the other of the tubes and the operation
of the other of the relayS.
5. In combination, a circuit, means for open

3

effective to cause the breakdown of the other of

the tubes and the operation of the other of the
relays, contacts on each of Said relays for con
trolling the other of the relays, and other circuit
controlling contacts On One of Said relays.
5

7. In combination, a circuit, means for Open
ing and closing said circuit, two three-element
gas-filled tubes, two relays, the Winding of One
of said relays being connected to an element of
one of the tubes and the Winding of the other 10
of said relays being connected to an element of
the other of said tubes, circuit means for oper
atively associating Said signaling circuit With the
control element of each of said tubes, the closing
of Said circuit being effective to cause the break- 15
down of one of the tubes and operation of one
of the relays, and the opening of said circuit being
effective to cause the breakdown of the other of

the tubes and the operation of the other of the
relays, and means for holding Said one of the 20
relays operated and for causing the deenergiza

ing and closing said circuit, two three-element
gas-filled tubes, two relays, the winding of One tion of Said one of the tubes.
8. In combination, an impulse circuit, two
of said relays being permanently connected to
an element of one of the tubes and the Winding three-element gas-filled tubes, circuit means for
of the other of Said relays being permanently
connected to an element of the other of Said tubes,
and circuit means for Operatively aSSociating
said signaling circuit with the control element of

operatively aSSociating Said tubes with said cir- 25
cuit, a relay for operation in response to the
ionization of one of Said tubes, a relay for oper
ation in response to the ionization of the other

each of said tubes, the closing of Said circuit
being effective to cause the breakdown of one of
the tubes and operation of One of the relayS,
and the opening of said circuit being effective to

necting each of Said relays to its associated tube 30
for operation in response to impulses in Said

of said tubes, and means for alternately con

circuit.

9. In combination, an impulse circuit, two
three-element gas-filled tubes, circuit means for
the operation of the other of the relays.
6. In combination, a circuit, means for opening Operatively aSSociating Said tubes With said cir- 35
and closing said circuit, two three-element gas cuit, a relay for operation in response to the
filled tubes, two relays, the Winding of one of ionization of one of said tubes, a relay for oper
said relays being connected to an element of One ation in response to the ionization of the other of
of the tubes and the winding of the other of said said tubes, and means for alternately connecting
relays being connected to an element of the each of said relays to its associated tube for op- 40
other of said tubes, circuit means for operatively eration in response to impulses in Said circuit,
associating said signaling circuit with the control the cathode-anode circuit of each of the tubes
cause the breakdown of the other of the tubes and
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element of each of said tubes, the closing of being under the control of the relay associated
said circuit being effective to cause the breakdown with the other of the tubes.
45
45 of one of the tubes and operation of one of the
THOMAS L, DIMOND.
relays, and the opening of said circuit being

